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What the Marine Corps is currently asking its Marines to accomplish is impossible. Every day, Marines throughout the Corps, are asked to take on more training at the expense of maintaining proficiency in their own military occupational specialty (MOS). The Marine Corps must eliminate extraneous annual and pre-deployment training requirements in order to allow Marines to attain proficiency with new technologies and maintain enduring MOS proficiency.
Administrative Training Requirements
Currently, Marines must accomplish numerous requirements most of which can be categorized as annual or semi-annual.
Annually, the Corps asks Marines to complete marksmanship training that consists of rifle, pistol, or both depending on rank and assignment. Marines also have to focus on their professional military education (PME) if they want to be promoted. PME should occur weekly at the unit level and Marines should be afforded the opportunity to attend formal PME. These formal schools, which apply to corporals through colonels, can be as short as several weeks or as long as a year. Each school is crucial to the education and training of that individual and necessary for promotion. One might argue that a Marine could enroll in the non-resident version of PME and, thus, remain in the training pipeline; however, the disparity in the quality of education from a stack of books instead of instructors and peers is immeasurable. Many non-resident courses in fact are becoming seminars necessitating Marines are present one evening a week, a requirement which can conflict with different training requirements.
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Finally, all of the previously mentioned requirements are completed in conjunction with the unit's training schedule which would include exercises, operations, various stand-downs, and unit functions. Marine's still have to account for, maintain, train-on, and effectively employ their equipment or perform their occupational function.
Predeployment Training Requirements
A noticeable increase in requirements for every Marine has also occurred, especially for those preparing for deployment. Warrior.
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In addition to block training other major predeployment requirements include the following:
• administrative audits The important thing to remember is that all of the regular requirements must be met in addition to these predeployment requirements in order for
Marines to be in a "deployable" status. deployed. Therefore, MOS training is reduced or dropped in order to make room for the requirements that are being tracked.
Additional New Requirements
The result is that Marines are less technically competent.
Ironically, as a result of the ongoing conflict, the Marine Corps has invested money in acquiring new and better equipment.
The communications field, for example, has replaced or upgraded every major end-item for radio, switching, transmission, and data. New and more capable equipment also means more complicated and complex. New equipment training (NET) is being conducted as the equipment is fielded but only a small percentage of the Marines are available to attend due to number of seats and Marine availability. Even the Marines who are able to attend will not retain that knowledge without constant interaction with the equipment. The Marines who are getting ready to deploy are tactically ready, but few are technically capable. The Marines who are technically proficient carry the weight of others until they learn, but often this does not occur until they are already deployed. The mission will be accomplished, but the equipment probably will not be used to its fullest capabilities, and the service provided to the staff will not be as good as it should be.
All of the requirements that are reportable and currently being tracked are general annual, semi-annual, and pre- Marines who were once responsible for running "gunloops,"
connecting two and four wire telephones and interfacing with basic switchboards are now responsible for installing, interfacing, programming, and maintaining highly complex commercial switchboards and associated equipment. The NET, which came with the fielding, lasted for three weeks. The training only covered the basic function, programming, and interface of the equipment and not how to apply it to a tactical network. To employ the equipment effectively it took several months of daily interaction.
Several things need to occur to help with this problem.
First, the Marine Corps needs to stop adding requirements.
Current administrative requirements need to be validated, consolidated, and offered in electronic format. Doing so will reduce the number of stand-downs that interfere with training and afford Marines the flexibility to accomplish these requirements around other training commitments. Some annual training requirements can be reduced by making them predeployment training, thus, requiring less frequency. NBC training is an example, it doesn't make sense to walk through a gas chamber once a year with a gas mask that you will not see again, but it makes perfect sense to do NBC predeployment training gaining confidence with the mask and equipment that you will using while deployed. Finally, technical proficiency should be tracked as a predeployment requirement. Simply filling in a roster with a particular spread of MOSs does not guarantee technical competence
Conclusion
The Marine Corps has too many annual, semi-annual, and predeployment training requirements. These requirements must be reduced in order to allow Marines to maintain a high level of technical readiness. Failure to do so will result in a unit focused solely on reportable requirements and a poor level of technical proficiency, especially on new equipment. Ultimately technical competency ensures combat effectiveness and force protection on the battlefield.
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